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break free. The Sweet Cheat Gone: People who leave rarely come back...
Time Regained: After the WW1, he goes back to Paris to meet the people
he once knew again, but time has never stopped for anyone Marcel
Proust (1871–1922) was an inspirational French novelist, critic and
essayist who is now considered as one of the most influential authors of
the 20th century. His aesthetic craft and deep philosophical insight
inspired numerous modern writers.
The Driven Hearts: 4 Book Boxset - Nikita Slater 2018-09-28
A dark mafia romance box set by #1 International Bestselling Author
Nikita Slater. BOOK 1: Driven by Desire What the boss wants, the boss
gets. And, from the moment he sets eyes on the little mechanic, he wants
her. Despite his dangerous reputation, she denies him at every turn,
infuriating and intriguing him until he knows he must own her loyalty,
passion and fire. He won't stop until she becomes his. Riley works hard,
plays harder and drives fast cars. Life is good until the scariest man in
town walks into her garage and seals her fate. Fiery and independent,
she’ll do whatever it takes to drive him right back out of her life, until
she finds herself cornered with nowhere to run but straight into his
arms. But will her games turn deadly before the boss can bring her home
and lock her down for good? BOOK 2: Thieving Hearts When she runs, he
will hunt. Protector, stalker, lover… she is his obsession. From the
moment Roman Valdez set eyes on Katie, he knew she was the one for
him. Beautiful, carefree and captivating, but at thirteen she was too
young. So, he waited, watched and protected. Followed her through the
years until she was ready to be with him. Only something happened to
his beloved along the way. His perfect princess grew dark and distant.
Instead of embracing his love, she runs away from it, convinced that
she’s not worthy of all he offers – love, protection and happiness. Now,
he will set his demons free. He will rise up from the ashes of his father to
inherit the Valdez cartel. He will burn her world and bathe in the blood
of her enemies until she is free to belong to him. He will take his woman
and his birthright and crush anyone that gets in his way. But will he
crush the woman he loves along the way… BOOK 3: Capturing Victory
Trapped, taken and caged by a cruel captor. Her solitary existence as a
world class hacker changes in the blink of an eye when she's kidnapped
by an international arms dealer. Everything she knows, everything she
understands has shifted. Ivan Vogel insists that she is now his slave. He
plays terrible mind games while torturing her senses. He keeps her
locked up, away from all her toys. But once she is free, once she can fly
again, she will reign hatred down on her enemy. She will use everything
she knows against him, everything she has been taught until she is
victorious. She will rip out the heart he insists beats only for her. His
obsession will be his downfall. His caged bird will make sure of it. BOOK
4: The Princess and Her Mercenary They have nothing in common. She’s
a Princess. She loves clothes, jewels and causing mischief. Her life has
been mapped out for her. She doesn’t have time for a kidnapping. Unless
her kidnapper happens to be a giant red-headed mercenary. They have
nothing in common. He’s a beaten-up ex-mercenary. He loves weaponry,
security and killing. Yet the day he let her go was the worst day of his
life. He learned his lesson. Now, he’s going to collect his Princess and
never let her go. Together they discover how powerful opposites can be.
They travel the world, dodge palace guards and reunite with old friends.
Will the Princess and her mercenary find happiness or heartbreak ever
after? Guaranteed HEAs, NO cheating, NO cliffhangers. Sizzling dark
mafia romance. Read at your own risk! Keywords: possessive alpha male,
dark romance, jealous possessive, gothic romance, seductive romance,
alpha hero, antihero, antihero romance, antihero dark romance, suffering
heroine, obsessive hero, abduction to love, passionate lovers, tortured
heroine, tragic love, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense,
collections, anthologies, forbidden romance, capture fantasy, standalone,
thriller, crime, mafia romance, enforcer, kidnap, happily ever after, love
books, love stories, contemporary mafia romance, family saga, enemies
to lovers, mobster, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, dark mafia
romance, billionaire romance, billionaire romance series, possessive

Sorcery (Lughnasadh Elite Academy 5) - Layla Heart 2019-08-07
One dragon going insane, six loved ones fighting for a future. When Litha
finally saw her parents again, they brought with them information about
the prophecy that had been mis-interpreted for nearly two decades,
changing everything Litha, Phoenix and the princes thought they knew
about their fate. Rune and Bane are getting worse and worse, the venom
from the fae blades shutting their bodies down as they’re waiting for an
antidote to stop and hopefully reverse the damage. Everyone’s emotions
are running high, the trauma and stress from the last days pushing them
to their limits. Will the antidote be on time? Will their love and friendship
survive even more strain? This is the fifth novella in the Lughnasadh
Elite Academy serial, a reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This novella
may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite
your nails (and curse the author). This story includes MF, MM and also
FF scenes, but everyone is primarily focused on Litha and there are no
sexy scenes between the guys and the other girl.
Scarred Cliff [Full Collection] - Skylar Heart 2021-11-22
One girl, on the run from her life, flees right into the arms of four boys
from her past. Fleeing her abusive ex, a dead-end job and no prospects
for anything better, Mia returns to the coastal town where she used to
spend her summers as a kid. She hopes that going back to a time when
things were easier will clear her head, but instead she runs right into the
arms of the boys she loved as a teen. It starts with Dylan, the brainiac,
now a maths teacher at a nearby secondary school. Then Mal, the joker,
who plays guitar in a band and composes music. Then Tom, the
protector, a single dad who works as a carpenter. And to make it even
more complicated, Jake, the city boy, shows up, carrying the one secret
Mia has been trying to hide from the others. But that’s not where their
problems end. There was one more person who used to be with them,
Poppy, she was Mia’s lover, Mal’s twin, Tom’s wife and mother of his
child. Mia’s arrival couldn’t have come at a darker time with just over a
week until the anniversary of Poppy’s death and everyone is on edge.
Can they finally come together, or will this explosive mix of emotions and
love forever ruin them? These are all of the novellas (Her Escape, Their
Struggle, Their Downfall, Her Undoing, Their Battle and Their Treasure)
in the six-part long Scarred Cliff serial, a contemporary reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. These novellas may include any of these elements:
steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’
and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author).
This story includes MF and MM scenes. Author note: This series deals
with topics which can be hard for some people, like abuse by a partner
and the fallout of the suicide of a side character (which happened in the
past but plays an important part in this story).
IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME - Complete 7 Book Collection (Modern
Classics Series) - Marcel Proust 2016-12-26
This carefully crafted ebook: “IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME - Complete 7
Book Collection (Modern Classics Series)” is formatted for your eReader
with a functional and detailed table of contents. In Search of Lost Time is
a series of seven highly acclaimed novels which inspired modern writers
with its artistic craft and philosophical insight regarding memory and
time. It is often suggested that perhaps Joyce's Ulysses was in some way
inspired by this French tour de force. These bestselling novels recount
the experiences of an unnamed narrator while he is growing up, learning
about art, participating in society, and falling in love. Swann's Way: The
young protagonist dreads waking up at night and not having his mother's
good-night kiss… Within a Budding Grove beautifully examines the
complex adolescent relationships. The Guermantes Way: The adult
protagonist steps into the dazzling Parisian society of 19th century along
with his obsession for Mme. de Guermantes. Cities of Plain: No matter
how hard he tries to ignore or stay indifferent to closeted homosexual
relationships around him, these and his own sexual desires become
intricate part of his memories. The Captive dwells into the nature of
relationships when couples fall out of love and yet don't have courage to
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alpha romance, bestselling series, bad boy, age gap, no cheating,
kidnapping, revenge, stalker, mercenary, princess, protective, steamy,
abused heroine, dominance submission, caged, marriage, captive
romance, mob boss
Autobiography of a Werewolf Hunter: Heart of Scars - Brian P. Easton
2010-11-14
The Beast has taken just about everything it can from Sylvester Logan
James, and for twenty years he has waged his war with silver bullets and
a perfect willingness to die. But fighting monsters poses danger beyond
death. He contends with not just the ancient werewolf Peter Stubbe, the
cannibalistic demon Windigo, and secret cartels, but with his own
newfound fear of damnation.
Omega's Home (Mated to the Alpha 2) - Rosa Swann
Scars of Heart - Shaun Coates 2015-06-21
Scars of Heart continues the story of Gamesh Okura (Daddy Ninja Death)
and the members of the Death Knights. With the war between the
Shadow of Light and the Committee well underway, threats from deep
within the galactic shadows begin to descend upon Earth. In order to
stop the advancement of the unseen threat, the Shadow of Light and the
Death Knights are going to have to work together with new allies and old
foes.
CHOICES OF THE HEART: Unerasable Scars - Bryan Keitsemang
2019-01-20
#1 National bestselling author, Bryan Keitsemang captivated readers
with his novel Choices of The Heart: Ruins of Love, the story of a man
who scarred his wife in attempts to protect her. Choices of The Heart:
Ruins of Love was a husband's story. In Unerasable Scars, we finally
learn of Lorato's side of events. As a troubled widow, Lorato meets the
wealthy business prodigy, Jason Grace. With Jason's support, Lorato
learns how to deal with the Unerasable scars that her memories and
emotions left.
Scoring the Player - S.M. West 2022-05-05
From USA TODAY bestselling author S.M. West comes a new standalone
steamy, angsty, sports/medical romance. All my life I’ve been keeping
score and living by the rules: 1. Play it safe 2. Stay out of trouble 3. Hide
who you really are To win, I go unnoticed and it’s working. Until my
predictable, virginal life comes under attack. Worst of all, I’m the threat.
An escape to the cottage is the answer. Only, I’m not alone. Matthew
Carruthers is here. Pro football player. A six-foot-three slice of fun-loving
sexy. He’s everything I’ve never dared want and yet, I’m drawn to him.
Both faced with a major life decision, we vow to help one another.
Instead of sticking to the rules, I’m breaking them. And being bad never
felt so good. But this dream world can’t last. We have responsibilities,
and honoring them means we can’t be together. Yet I’m unsure how to go
back to my rules or if I even want to. Not when Matt could be the biggest
win of all.
Omega Phoenix: Hunted (Her Shifter Harem’s Babies 2) - Layla
Heart 2020-12-16
Freshly mated Omega Cyra and her four Alphas are being hunted, by
Cyra’s parents, the media and the police... At the yearly Night Gala, an
exclusive event for rich shifters, four Alphas catch Cyra’s Omega scent
and react to her instinctively, recognising her as their mate. They don’t
know what to make of it at first, but as the party is not a place to talk
privately, especially not with so much paparazzi around, they decide to
sneak off and find a better place to figure out what’s happening. Cyra, a
rare Omega phoenix, has been hiding herself from the shifter world for
years because she wants to live her own life and not be constantly
controlled by an Alpha. As soon as an Alpha mates an Omega, the Omega
becomes that Alpha’s property and Cyra refuses to live like that. More
importantly, when an Alpha reacts to an Omega’s scent in an instinctive
way, it means that they’re fated mates and belong together. Or, well,
that’s how it works normally, when you’re not a rare shifter type and
your parents aren’t crazy rich... According to the law, there’s one thing
more important than an Alpha marking their fated Omega and that is if
the Omega is already promised to a different Alpha by the Omega’s
parents. Marking and mating a promised Omega is illegal and punished
harshly. After Cyra and her four Alphas, hydra Zack, griffin Spence,
cerberus Max and centaur Liam, have been spotted sneaking away from
the Night Gala, their pictures are plastered all over the shifter gossip
media. And, out of nowhere, Cyra’s parents show up, claiming that Cyra
has been missing for years and that the four Alphas have kidnapped her.
Even worse, Cyra’s parents claim that they had already chosen an Alpha
for Cyra, that she has been promised to someone for years, even if Cyra
didn’t know about it. Of course, Cyra and her four Alphas only find out
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about the promised Alpha after Cyra has gone into heat and the four
have already mated her, marked her as theirs. They never kidnapped
Cyra, no matter what Cyra’s parents are claiming in the media, but they
are now breaking a much more serious law, the law of illegally mating a
promised Omega. If they’re found out, they could end up in jail, or worse,
dead, leaving Cyra vulnerable to whatever insidious plans her parents
have for her and the four Alphas can’t let that happen. Which is why Cyra
and her fated Alphas are now on the run from Cyra’s parents, the drama
hungry media, who are exploiting this situation to the fullest, and the
police... This is the second book in the Her Shifter Harem’s Babies series,
a paranormal Omegaverse reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This book
may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite
your nails (and curse the author). This story includes MF and MM
scenes.
Broken Night - S.M. West 2020-09-24
I learned the hard way that there are no happy endings in life. I lost
everyone I cared for, and now I’m nothing but a hardened man. My job is
the only thing that helps me forget the emptiness, it’s constantly on the
verge of swallowing me whole. Then unexpected news sends me in a
tailspin. At the same time, my past walks back into my life with clicking
heels and a feisty attitude. Mia St. John is the girl I spent one mindblowing night with in college. Only for her to vanish the next day without
a word. And now she’s the accused in my current assignment. She claims
she’s innocent, yet I sense there is more. I want answers, and it’s got
nothing to do with the job. But the more I push, the more I realize what I
really want is another shot. Another chance at making her mine. There’s
just one problem. She’s hiding something. I can see it in her eyes, an
inferno of secrets…and it’s threatening to burn us both to ash. This is the
fifth and final book in the New York Knights series with interlinking
storylines. Broken Night shouldn't be read as a standalone and is the
conclusion of a five book series about the alpha protectors of Hart
Corporation.
Scarred Cliff Collection 2 - Skylar Heart
One day where everything falls apart, five lovers struggling to make
sense of it all. The anniversary of Poppy’s death was hard on them all,
but no matter how hard she tried, Mia felt like she couldn’t stay at the
coast, that her being there would only bring more pain to Mal, Dylan,
Tom and even Jake. So, she flees again, back to the city, to her parents’
house, leaving the guys behind. As the guys are struggling to find their
feet, how they’re going to make things work when they’ve realised that
they need each other, and they all need Mia, they come up with a plan.
They’re going to create a place where Mia can come back to, where she
can feel loved and accepted, something she desperately needs even
though she has no idea how to ask for it. But even as their relationships
strengthen, the outside world is starting to seep into their little world,
and just because they want something to happen, that doesn’t mean that
the world is going to accept their unconventional setup. Even after
choosing love and being together, their fight has only just started. These
are the final three novellas (Her Undoing, Their Battle and Their
Treasure) in the six-part long Scarred Cliff serial, a reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of these elements:
steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’
and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author).
This story includes MF and MM scenes. Author note: This series deals
with topics which can be hard for some people, like abuse by a partner
and the fallout of the suicide of a side character (which happened in the
past but plays an important part in this story).
Branded (Feathers and Microphones #1) - Rosa Swann
Celebrating a Birthday (Making a Family 8) - Rosa Swann
2017-12-18
When your birthday holds more surprises than you’re expecting, and
some bittersweet… Clay With summer coming to an end, Aiden’s
birthday is just around the corner. But before that, there are a couple of
things we need to take care of for the twins, like having the twenty week
sonogram and setting up their room… Aiden My belly keeps growing,
having two little ones inside makes everything grow a little more than I
expected, and the summer heat, which just won’t go down, doesn’t make
me feel any better. But none of that compares to the surprise I get on my
birthday… This is the eighth novella about Alpha Clay and Omega Aiden
in Making a Family, which takes place in the non-shifter Omegaverse
Mates World and contains mpreg (male-pregnancy).
Tender Fortune (The Triumphant Hearts Series, Book 2) - Judith E.
French 2016-11-18
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"Fast paced, high adventure and a sizzling romance, Tender Fortune
keeps the reader gripped from page one." ~Margaret Watkins, eBook
Discovery Reviewer --The Son of an English Lord Turns American
Smuggler and Falls In Love With an English Fugitive Hiding in the
Colonies in the Historical Romance High Adventure,Tender Fortune, by
Judith French-- As Charity Brown glides down the grand staircase of
Maryland's finest estate, no one suspects she is an escaped prisoner of
the Crown, sentenced to 30 years slave labor. Charity's plan: secure her
new-found identity and her future with a good marriage. Then Jamie
Drummond arrives. Masquerading as a dissolute son of an English lord,
Jamie is a smuggler on the run who can offer Charity nothing... except a
passion that sets her ablaze. Surrendering to desire could send them
both to the gallows. But rolling fate's dice and shedding their
masquerades may well earn a bounty far greater than either imagined, if
it does not first burn their hopes to ashes. Publisher's Note: An
impeccably researched, masterful work that tells the tale of adventure,
strife and romance surrounding the birth of a new nation. Readers who
enjoy quality historical romance by authors such as Colleen French,
Christi Caldwell, Lauraine Snelling, Adriana Trigiani, Mary Balogh,
Sabrina Jeffries, Candace Camp and Stephanie Lauens will enjoy this
historical fiction series. ". . . full of a rich history of colonialism, so many
superb and endearing characters from "Father Brady" to Aunt Elizabeth
to Lord Beauford, and action packed dangerous adventures." ~Sharon
Thomas "Trials and tribulations. Ups and downs. The characters keep
you guessing and have multiple OMG moments as well as "are you
kidding me"." ~Michelle Maynard TRIUMPHANT HEARTS SERIES in
order Defiant Love Tender Fortune Bold Surrender By Love Alone
AWARDS: Career Achievement Award for American Historicals,
Romantic Times Best Historical American Romance of the Year, Affaire
de Coeur
Lily of the Valley - Meadow Rabbit 2021-11-21
Illustrated throughout with three hundred illustrations. A witch by birth,
Lily MacGregor's life had never been anything close to ordinary, until the
day she chose to give up her magic in exchange for the lives of her loved
ones.
Second Chance Mates Collection 1 - Rosa Swann 2017-06-13
What would you do when at your husband’s funeral you find out that he
used to have another mate? Wilder Ten years ago, Logan left me. He told
me that two Alphas cannot be together, that our mating wasn’t real.
Yesterday, my sister called and told me that Logan passed away, leaving
behind an Omega and a child. Today, I’m at Logan’s funeral. Why am I
offering to look after his little family? Why am I the only one who will
help them? Sterling Logan and I had everything we ever wanted. Then he
was ripped away from us in a car crash. Logan’s family doesn’t care for
me after the funeral, so one of Logan’s old friends steps in. Only, in all
the commotion, I didn’t keep an eye on my calendar, and my heat starts
at the most inconvenient of times. And why is Logan’s friend reacting to
my heat? Only true mates are supposed to react to a mated Omega...
What’s going on? This collection includes the first four novellas about
Alpha Wilder and Omega Sterling in the Second Chance Mates serial, My
Alpha’s Secret, My Mate’s Mark, My Lover’s Will and My Omega’s
Disaster, which takes place in the non-shifter Omegaverse Mates World
and contains mpreg (male-pregnancy).
Festivity (Lughnasadh Elite Academy 10) - Layla Heart 2019-12-17
One day of festivities, six lovers trying not to get overwhelmed by
everything. After all the mess that has happened in the last four months,
Litha and her five lovers, Bane, Kit, Finn, Rune and Phoenix, are finally
able to take things a little slower… Not! With midwinter being one of the
most important celebrations of the year, and Phoenix’ birthday falling on
the exact same day, Litha and the others have their hands full between
decorating a tree the size of a small house, preparing for a feast for all
their family and friends, and keeping their eyes on the three small
dragon shifters who have joined them. That should be easy enough,
right? This is the tenth instalment of the Lughnasadh Elite Academy
serial, a reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This serial may include any
of these elements: steamy scenes, 'I need tissues NOW' moments, cries of
'why, oh, why' and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse
the author). This story includes MF, MM and also FF scenes, but
everyone is primarily focused on Litha and there are no sexy scenes
between the guys and the other girl. Festivity was originally published as
Lughnasadh Elite Academy 9.5 but has since been moved into the main
part of the series as number 10, you will need to read this before the
continuation of the serial.
A Very Special Omega - Rosa Swann
The morning after a full moon, Omega Jay wakes up naked, tightly
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hugging another man. He has no memory of what happened and flees
from the scene. Chase, a sexy Alpha, remembers exactly what happened
during the full moon, but he keeps quiet about it. It doesn’t seem
important that they had sex until dawn. But as the Christmas holidays
come closer, why does Jay keep avoiding Chase? And why can’t Chase
forget the night they had? This is a sweet mpreg (male pregnancy) m/m
romance Christmas short story of 14.000 words.
Reverb - S.M. West 2020-11-12
Reverb - noun: an echo like force or effect. My life is a cliché. Rags to
riches. A bad boy rock star. Everyone loves me. On the outside, it looks
like I have it all but nothing is further from the truth. I died at eighteen.
Lost the only thing I ever wanted. Her. At rock bottom, music becomes
my life support and sometimes, it isn’t enough. Then, out of nowhere, she
shows up. A crash cart to my near-still heart. Reunited, we struggle with
the realization that the past is littered with lies and betrayal. And worst
of all, what tore us apart is determined to keep it that way. Even as my
heart beats strong and steady with the hope of our future, is it too late
for us? I’m filthier than ever and she’s no longer mine, but I’ll fight for
her anyway. We belong together, and I’ll prove them wrong. Novels in
the Trojan series are interconnected standalones, each with an HEA.
Reading them in order is not crucial but is HIGHLY recommended.
Reading order: Clutch (Trojan #1) Reverb (Trojan #2)
Winged (Feathers and Microphones #5) - Rosa Swann
Prophet - S.M. West 2018-09-14
Money is my mistress. Solving problems, my trade. Until the tables turn,
and trouble finds me. Now on the run, I need a plan. But not before I’m
blindsided by a pain-in-the-ass stranger. Maggie. Curves, startling blue
eyes, and she hates me. I don’t trust her and with good reason. My plan
is simple: use her. Then I kiss her. Touch her. Crave her. She was my
way out, now she’s my downfall. Prophet can be read as a standalone and
is the first book in the Scarred Hearts series about brooding, vigilantetype heroes. Novels in this series include interconnected characters but
each story can be read on its own and has an HEA. Reading them in
order is not crucial but recommended.
Marrying a Mate (Making a Family 5) - Rosa Swann 2017-10-23
Zero - S.M. West 2022-11-10
From USA TODAY bestselling author S.M. West comes a steamy enemies
to lovers standalone romance about heart wrenching secrets, relentless
evil, and new beginnings. Zero’s an arrogant, enigmatic, dangerous
hacker. He wants to protect me. Pity. He’s too late. I’m a lost cause. I
narrowly escaped death only to now live on a knife’s edge, constantly
checking the shadows for monsters. And I can’t trust him. He knows far
too much about me, and I know nothing about him. Even still, this
inscrutable stranger burrows his way under my skin and into my heart.
With only a look, Zero makes me feel more alive than ever before. And
that’s the problem. I should be dead. I’m the aftermath of a tragedy.
Broken. A victim. But he calls me a survivor. He’s wrong. There’s no way
I’ll cheat death twice, not when it’s breathing down my neck. *Contains
sensitive and mature topics. Recommended for ages 18 and older.*
Stealing the Billionaire - S.M. West 2023-03-23
Fall in love with billionaire, Walker Drummond, and sassy, aspiring
business woman, Eden Carpenter, in this all new, steamy fish out of
water standalone romance set in USA TODAY bestselling author S.M.
West's 6ix Loves world.
Show Me All Your Scars - Lee Gutkind 2016-07-17
Every year, one in four American adults suffers from a diagnosable
mental health disorder. In these true stories, writers and their loved ones
struggle as their worlds are upended. What do you do when your father
kills himself, or your mother is committed to a psych ward, or your
daughter starts hearing voices telling her to harm herself—or when you
yourself hear such voices? Addressing bipolar disorder, OCD,
trichillomania, self-harm, PTSD, and other diagnoses, these stories
vividly depict the difficulties and sorrows—and sometimes, too, the
unexpected and surprising rewards—of living with mental illness.
My Alpha's Secret (Second Chance Mates 1) - Rosa Swann 2017-04-03
Unbroken: Raine Falling, The Complete Series - Shayla Black
2022-07-11
The entire Raine Falling series (and prequel) in one epic Box Set!
Unbroken: Raine Falling (Prequel) Three Broken people. Separate.
Adrift. Damaged. The Betrayal Two friends. One woman. Let the games
begin… Raine Kendall has been in love with her boss, Macen
Hammerman, for years. Determined to make him notice her, she pours
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out her heart and offers him her body—only to be crushingly rejected.
When his very sexy best friend, Liam O’Neill, sees Hammer refuse to act
on his obvious feelings for her, he plots to rouse his pal’s possessive
instincts by making Raine a proposition too tempting to refuse. He never
imagines he’ll fall for her himself. Hammer has buried his lust for Raine
for years. After rescuing the runaway from an alley behind his exclusive
club, he’s come to crave her. But tragedy has proven he’ll never be the
man she needs, so he protects her while keeping his distance. Then
Liam’s scheme to make Raine his own blindsides Hammer. He isn’t ready
to give the feisty beauty over to his friend. But can he heal from his past
enough to fight for her? Or will he lose Raine if she gives herself—heart,
body, and soul—to Liam? The Break One woman. Two Rivals. Countless
secrets… Raine Kendall has everything a woman could want—almost.
Sexy, tender Liam O’Neill is her knight in shining armor, but is he too
good to be true or could their growing connection actually last a lifetime?
To complicate matters, she can’t shake her feelings for her commanding
boss, Macen Hammerman, especially after the mind-blowing night he
stopped fighting their attraction, took her to bed, and ravished every
inch of her. Now there might be consequences. While Hammer can’t stop
coveting Raine and counting the days of her cycle with glee, Liam
resolves to keep her for his own. But she stubbornly refuses to open the
corners of her scarred heart. Determined to win her for good, Liam risks
everything. Though once he puts his plan in motion, she proves as elusive
as smoke. It’s a bitter pill when he needs Hammer’s help to bring her
home. And Liam can’t help but wonder…will Raine ever be his again or
will he lose her to his ex-best friend for good? The Brink One Woman.
Two adversaries. A dangerous web… As rivals Liam O’Neill and Macen
Hammerman work together to demolish the walls around Raine Kendall’s
wounded heart, Liam’s ex-wife returns—with a shocking secret that
threatens to destroy their new bonds. He leaves Raine in Hammer’s care
so he can expose his former flame’s scheme…but the longer he’s away,
the more he worries Hammer will claim Raine for his own. Though
Hammer does his best to protect Raine from the threats to their budding
happily-ever-after, when she discovers their subterfuge, it rekindles her
insecurities. For her sake, the men resolve to bury the destructive past
once and for all, but Liam’s ex discovers his weakness and aligns herself
with a monster who will do anything for a pound of Raine’s flesh. With
her life hanging in the balance, will Liam and Hammer banish their
animosity in time to save the woman they both love? The Bond One
woman. Two friends. Happily ever after? Macen “Hammer” Hammerman
should be enjoying the hard-fought bond he’s craved with Raine Kendall
and his best friend, Liam O’Neill. But old ghosts haunt Hammer even as
a new threat exhumes demons he thought long buried. Though he does
his best to confront them, Raine still needs him since she’s coping with
her recent trauma. Liam fights hard to keep their new family intact so
they can share a brighter future…but it’s looking dim. Then a shadowy
figure, determined to right old wrongs, sets in motion a vengeful plot
that threatens to tear the trio apart forever. With emotions running high
and forces mounting against them, can the power of their love slay
dangers and vanquish painful pasts for good so they can finally live
happily ever after?
Valentine at the Lunar Pack (Lunar Pack Extra) - Rosa Swann
2015-02-05
Strategy (Lughnasadh Elite Academy 8) - Layla Heart 2019-10-09
One king threatening war, six prophesied lovers scrambling to come up
with a plan to defeat him. Bane’s parents’ house isn’t the idyllic retreat it
looks from the outside, inside its walls it hides many secrets and even
more dangerous knowledge for anyone willing to dive into the hundreds
of books collected in its living room library, as Litha, Phoenix and the
four princes have found out. The plan was to hide here for a couple of
weeks, recover from their injuries and maybe gain some knowledge
which would help them survive the coming months and years. Instead,
they realised that things are, once again, not as simple as that and it
appears that history is about to repeat itself. When they find out that
their ancestors unsuccessfully tried to prevent the last war, they know
that they need to do something to tip the scales in their favour this time
around. The only problem? They have two weeks to pull it off, and they
have no idea where to start. This is the eighth novella in the Lughnasadh
Elite Academy serial, a reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This novella
may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite
your nails (and curse the author). This story includes MF, MM and also
FF scenes, but everyone is primarily focused on Litha and there are no
sexy scenes between the guys and the other girl.
scarred-hearts-series

Omegas’ Destined Alpha [Full Collection] - Rosa Swann 2018-07-24
Two Omegas. One kiss. And an Alpha who wasn’t supposed to see it
happen… Nathan I’m supposed to be an author, but I haven’t finished a
book in years. Not since things got out of control. So, to hopefully get
back on my feet, I move to a new city, start teaching at college and
suddenly find myself intrigued by two Omegas that pass me by every
morning. One day, on a whim, I follow them and see something I
shouldn’t have seen. A kiss. A beautiful kiss. And it’s the start of a
journey I never expected to make… Zeke I fled from the arranged
marriage my parents set up for me and I was ready to give up on love
entirely, and then my best friend saved his younger Omega brother, Wes,
from a bad situation and suddenly I was falling, head over heels. It’s
amazing to be at Wes’ side and to see him flourish, even if our
relationship is a little complicated, we’re making it work. Maybe love
isn’t so bad after all. What I hadn’t counted on was the Alpha walking
into the cafe, and the way my eyes keep getting drawn to him... Wes
After my brother saved me from my abusive ex, I’m getting my feet back
under me. I’m finally doing the things I was never able to do, like having
a job and going to college. It’s not easy to combine it with caring for my
four children. But with my Omega boyfriend Zeke and my brother’s
family at my side, we make it work, they’re all the people I’ll ever need.
Until, one morning, an Alpha walks into the cafe that I work at, and he
asks Zeke and me out on a date, together... This collection includes all
eight novellas about Alpha Nathan and Omegas Zeke and Wes in
Omegas’ Destined Alpha, The Baristas’ Surprise, The Alpha’s Mistake,
The Mates’ Choice, The Family’s Threat, The Lovers’ Offence, The
Friends’ Support, The Parents’ Strength and The Omegas’ Destiny, which
takes place in the non-shifter Omegaverse Mates World and contains
mpreg (male-pregnancy).
Feathers and Microphones [Full Collection] - Rosa Swann
A rock star branded by a demon… A fallen angel with wings black as
night… Florian, a fallen angel, on the verge of losing his powers and
turning human, meets Seth, an up and coming rock star with a demonic
secret, on the roof of a gay bar. They only decide on one night of strictly
no-strings-attached fun. It seems like a great idea, until the next
morning, when they realise their lives are more intertwined than they
expected. But the music industry isn’t kind on rock stars with a
preference for men. And how can an angel protect someone, when he has
failed so spectacularly before? Can these two men work it out? Or have
they been cursed from the start? This is the full five-part serial in one set.
It includes: Branded, Stage, Fear, Lost and Winged.
Prophecy (Lughnasadh Elite Academy 1) - Layla Heart 2019-06-05
One clueless queen-to-be, four princes to change her world forever.
Before her vital first cup of coffee in the morning, Litha finds out she’s a
witch and is suddenly transported to a magical world she didn’t know
existed. As if that wasn’t strange enough, it turns out that she’s
prophesied to be queen and her parents only took her to the human
world to protect her from those who want her dead. But now she’s at
Lughnasadh Elite Academy and face to face with her four potential…
kings? It doesn’t help that all four princes are sexy and hot and make her
insides squirm when she catches sight of them. There is Bane, the
werewolf prince, all broody and with hair sticking up like he just got out
of bed. Kit, the incubus prince, whose wicked smile melts anyone’s
unmentionables. Rune, the dragon prince, protective and with muscles
like he’s a moving mountain. And last, but definitely not least, Finn, the
fae prince, quiet but intense, with eyes like a summer forest. According
to the prophecy, Litha will marry the true ruler of the four kingdoms. But
having grown up human, in the human world, she has no idea where to
start making sense of all of it, and the four princes pursuing her really
don’t help with trying to figure it all out. This is the first novella in the
Lughnasadh Elite Academy serial, a reverse harem #WhyChoose story.
This novella may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need
tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that
make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story includes MF,
MM and also FF scenes, but everyone is primarily focused on Litha and
there are no sexy scenes between the guys and the other girl.
Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health from
the Secretary of Health and Human Services - 1981
A Card for Valentine’s - Emily Engberts 2019-02-05
A brand new teacher at the local primary school, a woman taking care of
her mum’s book store, two hearts who believe that love and relationships
aren’t for them. Kara moves to her favourite island following the job offer
of a lifetime, become a teacher at the only primary school the island has.
It’s like a dream come true, live on the island, go on long walks with her
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dog Tys and teach, all in one neat package. But when she spots the
beautiful woman at the local book store, things might get a bit more
complicated. Taking care of her mum’s store for a few months is exactly
what Lin needs. A couple of months away from her old life and to become
a face in the crowd at one of the island’s stores. Speaking fluently in
three languages may not be her best skill, but keeping track of inventory
and doing stock is definitely right up her street. Her first week at the
store has almost come to an uneventful ending, until a stunning woman
walks into the store and smiles her way. Valentine’s Day is right around
the corner and when Kara comes in for crafting supplies to make cards
with her class, Lin makes a bold offer. How hard can it be to spend an
afternoon making cards with a group of kids when she has no experience
with teaching or making cards? There’s no way Kara will find out, right?
A Card for Valentine’s is the second book in the small town (or more like
small island) romance series Seasons on the Island, following the stories
of women who fall in love with other women, and it takes place on the
Dutch mudflat islands.
Clutch - S.M. West 2017-11-03
Clutch – verb: to grasp and hold tightly; to seize; snatch. Flighty. Stupid.
That's what my sisters think of me. I'm tired of being misunderstood.
With a suitcase in hand and the ocean as my beacon, I'm charting my
own path. Yet, barely a day on the road, I almost crash and burn.
Running into Silas Palmer, a sexy-as-sin rock star, changes my life. Silas
makes me feel ... Exceptional. Aimless. He's always known his course.
And even now, when he's abandoning fame and fortune, he knows what
he wants. Me. But life is never that simple. Novels in the Trojan series
are interconnected standalones, each with an HEA. Reading them in
order is not crucial but is HIGHLY recommended. Reading order: Clutch
(Trojan #1) Reverb (Trojan #2)

scarred-hearts-series

Raising an Omega (Making a Family 3) - Rosa Swann 2017-09-25
When your very cute nephew suddenly becomes your son… Clay After
Aiden was pushed away by his parents for having mated but not married
me, I try to cheer him up, even a little, by showing him around my
unfinished house. Only, I didn’t expect the feelings I get when I see him
walk around the hallways, or when he stands on the balcony overlooking
the city… Aiden I can’t believe it. I can’t believe I’m all on my own now.
Hailey left, my parents don’t want to see me anymore, and I’m standing
here holding the baby. Quite literally. And what about this suspicion that
Seb’s an Omega, like me? This is the third novella about Alpha Clay and
Omega Aiden in Making a Family, which takes place in the non-shifter
Omegaverse Mates World and contains mpreg (male-pregnancy).
Becoming a Boyfriend (Making a Family 2) - Rosa Swann 2017-08-28
Something's Bound to Happen: the Complete Jamett & Joseph
Series, Books 1, 2, & 3 - Renee Vincent 2017-05-03
Jamett Penelope Sutherland hates her name but loves her new loft
apartment especially after she meets her handsome next-door neighbor
in nothing but a towel one fateful morning. Joseph Scarbrough is
proficient in fixing clogged sinks and leaky roofs, but he’s not all that
great at falling in love. Convinced he’s incapable, he tries to move on
from a humiliating breakup with his childhood sweetheart and finds
consolation in the company of the sexy brunette next-door. As Jamie and
Joseph refuse to jump into another relationship doomed to fail, fate
seems determined to make their worlds collide on a regular basis. Is
destiny being clumsy or is something bound to happen between the two
unlikely neighbors?
The Omegas’ Destiny (Omegas’ Destined Alpha 8) - Rosa Swann
2018-06-06
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